Introduction and Literature Review
Parental influence on children's drinking behavior is a well-established finding in empirical research on substance abuse. 1 In fact, children's consumption of alcohol is frequently found to be positively correlated with the level of parental drinking, cf. Ennett and Bauman (1991) , Rice and Sutton (1998) , Zhang et al. (1999) , Beal et al. (2001) , Van Gundy (2002) , Tauchmann et al. (2006) , and Komro et al. (2007) . 2 In some cases, though, just one parent's influence turns out to be significant and/or only sons or daughters are affected. Very few analyses do not find a significantly positive parental influence, e.g. Yun (2003) .
Yet, the magnitude of such effects seems to be less clear and requires additional discussion beyond the existing literature, as the vast majority of papers focus on qualitative results. A major reason is that determining whether such effects are harmful to children's physical and behavioral health or whether they merely represent the intergenerational transmission of a normal social behavior is far from easy. For instance, Tauchmann et al. (2006) find that children with a father who drinks alcohol daily consume roughly four grams of alcohol more a day than children of non-drinking fathers. The effect of maternal drinking is of similar magnitude. Though the estimated coefficients are clearly significant in statistical terms, four grams of alcohol merely represent half a standard drink 3 : Compared to consumption levels that are typically regarded as risky consumption -i.e. more than 30 grams a day for males and more than 20 grams for females (DHS, 2003) -parental 1 This question has primarily been addressed by medical scientists, sociologists, and social psychologists. In contrast, genuine economic analyses seem to be rather rare in this field. For instance Jones et al. (1999) , address a related question -the effect of parental drinking on children's behavioral health. Yet, the effects on children's alcohol consumption are not addressed.
2 Yet one caveat remains in any analysis addressing the intergenerational transmission of consumption patterns: a positive correlation of parents' and children's behavior may reflect both (i) learning from parents and (ii) shared environmental factors and shared genetic disposition.
3 For Germany, 10 grams of alcohol is typically defined a standard drink (DHS, 2003) .
4 influence seems to be of rather moderate importance. 4 It appears that parental drinking can hardly be blamed to be the prime reason for a child's (later) alcoholrelated problems. Yet, this is only true if parental drinking exhibits a uniform effect on children's consumption habits. If, however, the effect of parental drinking is heterogeneous, some children may badly be affected by the drinking behavior of mothers or fathers, even though the average effect appears to be rather moderate.
In other words, parents might bear a greater responsibility when consuming alcohol than the estimated (average) effects on children's consumption seem to indicate. 1980, 1986, 1990, 1992, 1995, 1997, 2000, and 2003 . The sample size varies significantly from 4 455 in 1992 to 21 632 in 1990. While the first two surveys concentrate solely on West Germany, the 1992 survey deals exclusively with the former East German GDR. All other waves cover Germany as a whole. Before 1992, only German citizens were interviewed; immigrants not holding the German citizenship were disregarded. Later on, the entire German-speaking population became the survey's target group, irrespective of citizenship. The data provides comprehensive information with respect to various legal as well as illicit drugs regarding prevalence, frequency and intensity of consumption, consumption habits and age at first use. Additionally, detailed information on socioeconomic characteristics is provided along with information on attitudes towards several drug-related issues.
Both, the questionnaire and the study's target population have changed over time. The first wave focuses on teens and young adults aged 12 to 24. In subsequent waves, the upper age limit was successively raised up to 39 in 1990. Since 1995, the target population has consisted solely of adults aged 18 to 59. This was accompanied by the respondents family background increasingly becoming a minor issue.
Therefore, parental drinking habits are not reported in waves after 1992. Consequently, our analysis has to rely on data collected in 1980, 1986, 1990, and 1992 . In contrast to the majority of related analyses mentioned in Section 1, we do not focus on contemporaneous effects from parental drinking on the alcohol-related behavior of adolescent children. Rather, we are interested in the effects on children's later consumption after they have typically left the parental home. Thus, we do not consider individuals younger than 16 years for estimating the model. After excluding observations with missing data, the sample consists of 23 362 individuals. Among these, 11 624 are males and 11 738 are females.
Variables
In our empirical analysis, current consumption of alcohol serves as dependent variable. It is defined in terms of grams of alcohol intake per day, which is calculated from the reported glasses of beer, wine and spirits consumed on average per week. i.e. these individuals report that they usually do not drink a single glass of beer, wine or spirits per week.This does not rule out occasional consumption of alcohol.
In the following, we refer to non-drinkers as censored observations. The key explanatory variables are the alcohol consumption of fathers and mothers. In our data, it is not the parents who are interviewed on their contemporaneous consumption. Rather, it is the respondents who are asked about their parents' drinking habits during the time when they were still living in the parental home. Only individuals who still live in the parental home report contemporane-8 Note: Statistics for those individuals that have grown up with the relevant parent.
ous parental drinking. As a consequence, the available information about parental drinking is qualitative rather quantitative. More precisely, with respect to both parents, respondents are asked whether their father or mother drank: (i) (almost) never,
(ii) several times a month, (ii) several times a week, or (iv) (almost) daily. In our regression analysis the first possible choice serves as reference category while the latter three enter the model as dummy variables. 6 Albeit these indicators representing a rather rough measure of parental consumption, the frequency by which children watch their parents drink appears to be of greater importance to intergenerational transmission, than the precise quantity of alcohol consumed. We interact parental consumption habits with an indicator variable for having grown up with this parent in order to make sure that only those parental habits enter the analysis that could have influenced children's consumption behavior. 
The Econometric Approach
We use a quantile regression approach in order to identify heterogeneity in the intergenerational transmission of drinking behavior. That is, rather than identifying the average effect of parental drinking on the conditional mean of children's alcohol consumption, we investigate the effect on the entire conditional distribution. Following Cameron and Trivedi (2005) , the concept of quantile regression can roughly be characterized as follows: For any quantile θ of the distribution of alcohol consumption, a regression function is fitted such that alcohol consumption conditional on the explanatory variables is less than or equal to the value of the regression function with probability θ. 7
Our data comprise a substantial share of non-drinkers. Thus, the variable alcohol consumption is censored at zero. This is also the reason why standard linear quantile regression, first introduced by Koenker and Bassett (1978) , is not applica-7 Koenker and Hallock (2001) provide an intuitive overview of quantile regression.
ble. Instead, we employ its generalization to the censored case by Powell (1984 Powell ( , 1986 . While Powell (1984) deals with median regression for censored data, Powell (1986) generalizes his original approach to arbitrary quantiles. For any considered quantile θ, the suggested estimator β θ is:
where for the multiplier h i (θ) Conventional gradient methods are not applicable to quantile regression in general (Koenker and Hallock, 2001) . Rather, linear programming methods (Armstrong et al., 1979) are required for estimation. For solving the optimization problem (1), which is more involved than ordinary quantile regression because of censoring, we apply an iterative procedure proposed by Buchinsky (1994) . This simple algorithm is based on a series of ordinary quantile regressions. More specifically, in the jth iteration equation (1) Evidently, other empirical approaches than quantile regression allow for heterogeneity in effects, too. In fact, the choice of a non-linear model specification will always result in non-constant, i.e. heterogenous marginal effects. However, the virtue of quantile regression is that -a priori -it does not assume heterogeneity and does not impose a certain pattern of heterogeneity on the estimated effects.
Hence, quantile regression represents an appropriate econometric approach if existence and shape of heterogeneity in effects -across the values of the dependent variable -is of primary interest.
Estimation Results

The Basic Model
As a starting point, we estimate a conventional tobit model that explains the current level of alcohol consumption. The estimated tobit-coefficients are used to calculate a marginal effect Φ x iβ /σ β k for each percentile of x i β. These estimates serve as reference to our further analysis. Subsequently, a series of censored quantile regressions is run, beginning with the percentile right above the proportion of censored observations. Percentiles higher than the 95th one are not considered, because the identification of effects becomes increasingly poor as θ approaches the value of one.
The estimation procedure is run separately for males and females.
Quantile regression generates huge amounts of regression output. Yet, our focus In the 15th percentile, sons of fathers who drink daily consume 2.3 grams of alcohol more a day compared to sons of abstinent fathers. Yet, in the 95th percentile, this difference is as high as 15.1 grams. That is, in the upper tail of the distribution, the effect of a daily-drinking father accounts for one-half of the dose that is considered to be associated with significant health risks. Moreover, the estimated effects significantly exceed those obtained from a conventional tobit regression in the upper percentiles. Inversely, in the lower percentiles, the effects obtained by the quantile regression are substantially and significantly smaller than the tobit marginal effects are. Thus, quantile regression reveals a pronounced heterogeneity in the intergenerational transmission of alcohol consumption that is not captured by focusing on the mean of the distribution, e.g. by estimating a tobit model. Yet, this only holds for 14 the effect of daily paternal drinking. The effects of weekly and monthly drinking do not show the same pattern. For the latter, the effects obtained from quantile and tobit regressions do not show any substantial deviation from each other. For weekly paternal drinking, the effects obtained from quantile regression seem to increase more strongly in the considered percentile than the estimated tobit effects do. Yet, taking confidence intervals into account, this finding is not statistically firm. That is, heterogeneity that exceeds those that is incorporated in the tobit model is only found for the effect of daily paternal alcohol consumption. Now, we switch our focus to the intergenerational transmission of alcohol consumption from mothers to their daughters. Figure 2 displays our estimation results.
The pattern of effects resemble those for the effect of paternal drinking on sons' consumption levels. In the entire distribution, the effect of weekly and monthly maternal drinking does not significantly deviate from the corresponding tobit point estimate. In contrast, for daily maternal alcohol consumption, quantile regression yields a definite effect on daughters' later drinking behavior that strongly increases in the quantile being considered. Moreover, in the upper tail of the distribution, the magnitude of the estimated by far effect exceeds its counterpart from the tobit model. In the 95th percentile, the effect of daily maternal alcohol consumption reaches the values of 8.9 grams per day. Similar to the transmission from fathers to male offspring this accounts for roughly one-half of a precarious daily dose.
Turning to cross-gender intergenerational transmission, that is effects from maternal drinking to sons and from paternal drinking to daughters we get a less infor- 
Model Extensions and Robustness Check
However, especially the finding of only daily parental consumption exerting heterogeneous effects raises the question of whether our results actually capture heterogeneity in intergenerational transmission but not heterogeneity in consumption levels among parents within the same category of consumption. In particular, daily alcohol consumption may represent quite different behavior. For instance, cases of severe alcohol abuse as well as regularly having one glass of wine for dinner fall in this category. More technically speaking, if the true relationship of parental and filial alcohol consumption were linear in consumption levels, yet parental consumption is imprecisely measured as a categorial variable (almost never, monthly, weekly, daily) quantile regression may misleadingly point at heterogeneous effects for the following reason: Due to the linear relationship, children whose parents drink much will -on average -be located in higher quantiles of the consumption distribution than children whose parents drink less. This also holds conditional on a particular category of parental consumption. Thus, the effect of, say, daily paternal drinking -compared to not drinking fathers -seems to be particularly strong for sons in the upper quantiles of the distribution. However, high estimated coefficient's values for the upper quantiles may actually stem from unobserved, yet high paternal consumption levels. While the lack of quantitative information about parental alcohol consumption limits the opportunity for addressing this issue, we still follow two strategies to check for the robustness of our previous results.
Firstly, we estimate an alternative model specification that includes an additional category describing parental alcohol consumption. The corresponding indicator takes the value one for parents who drink two or more different alcoholic beverages a day. We take this variable as a rough indictor for heavy drinking. Since heterogeneity is likely to be particulary strong within the group of daily drinking parents, excluding heavy drinking parents from this category should exert a substantial effect on the estimation results if these result indeed did capture heterogeneity among parental consumption levels. Only 3.3 percent of fathers and 0.7 percent of mothers fall into this additional category. As a consequence, estimation results for the alternatively specified model suffer from large standard errors, particularly if the impact of maternal drinking is concerned. 10 Still, the key results of significant heterogeneity in the transmission of drinking patterns from fathers to sons and mothers to daughters for daily drinking parents is confirmed by the alternatively parameterized model; see Appendix A.3 for the relevant Figures 7 and   8 . Even the magnitude of effects does not change much when another category of parental drinking is included. Thus, although parental consumption levels still are imprecisely measured, we conclude that our results from quantile regression primarily capture heterogeneity in effects rather than hidden heterogeneity in parental drinking behavior.
Our second approach rests on the idea of approximating the unobserved distribution of parental alcohol consumption by the observed distribution for the filial generation, that is creating a continuous proxy-variable for unobserved parental alcohol intake. To this end, we fit an ordered response model -separately for fathers and mothers -explaining parental consumption categories by (i) those parental characteristics that already enter the equation of primary interest and in addition by (ii) parental smoking status (never-, ex-, current smoker), (iii) a dummy indicating whether the parent is still alive at the time of the survey, (iv) indicators capturing parental character traits such as being affectionate, strict, calm, manipulable, cheerful, angry, appreciative, short-spoken, and inspiring (retrospectively assessed by the respondent/child), (v) a general assessment of the parent-child-relation (very poor ... very good), (vi) parent's age at death (if already died), and (vii) parent's year of birth. 11 Some of these variables are not available for the years 1980 and 1986, hence we restrict this analysis to the samples for 1990 and 1992. Almost any of the aforementioned characteristics turns out to be a highly significant predictor of parental alcohol consumption. Subsequently, we sort the observations by (i) the consumption category that is observed for the relevant parent and (ii) within each category by the linear prediction calculated from the ordered regression results. Finally, we match the consumption level from the corresponding quantile of the corresponding filial consumption distribution to each observation, except for those that fall into the category "parent never drinks". 12 For these, the proxy for parental consumption is set to the value of zero. Correspondingly, we consider the distributions of sons' and daughters' drinking levels conditional on strictly positive consumption. As for categorial measure of parental drinking, the linear proxy enters the analysis as interaction term with the dummy indicating that the individual has grown up with the relevant parent.
Estimated quantile regression functions largely confirm the results we have previously gained from using an ordered variable describing parental alcohol intake.
That is, maternal drinking exerts a clearly significant and positive effect on daughters' later drinking levels that clearly increases in the quantiles of the filial drinking The estimated effects exhibit a substantial increase in the distribution of filial alcohol consumption, where the estimated effect is roughly four times larger for the 95th percentile compared to the median. Once again, the estimated heterogeneity is statistically clearly significant. As for the model using a categorial measure of parental drinking, the evidence is less clear for cross-gender intergenerational effects. While the point estimates argue in favor of pronounced heterogeneity being present, this result is not clearly sup- Evidently, this approach is not free from limitations as it "measures" parental consumption with error, which is the nature of a proxy variable. Yet, measurement error represents a serious problem to quantile regression (Chesher, 2001) . Nevertheless, simulation results suggest that the effect of measurement error on the shapewhich is of prime importance to the present analysis -of the estimated quantile regression function is likely to be moderate if measurement error is uncorrelated with the true value of the incorrectly measured explanatory variable (Chesher, 2001 ).
Thus, using the continuous proxy for parental drinking, discussed above, provides 20 a reasonable basis for checking the validity of our previous results.
Conclusions
The analysis of the intergenerational transmission of alcohol consumption from parents to their children is the topic of this paper. Our empirical application is based on German survey data at the level of individual consumers. For quantifying the effect of parental drinking, we use a quantile regression technique, rather than a conventional regression analysis that focuses on the effects on average consumption.
This approach reveals pronounced heterogeneity in the intergenerational transmission that would remain hidden if the analysis were to have its focus on the mean of the distribution alone. In detail, the effect of daily parental drinking -compared to parental non-drinking behavior -on the children's later drinking habits increases sharply in the quantiles of the distribution of alcohol consumption. Roughly speaking, the estimated effects for the 95th percentile are more than three times larger than those for the median. In absolute terms, the effect in the 95th quantile reaches the value of 15 grams of alcohol per day for males and 9 grams of alcohol per day for females. This represents roughly half the dose that is considered the maximum for low-risk consumption. Compared to this, the estimated effects on mean and median consumption are moderate. Thus, according to our results, the impact of daily parental drinking is particularly strong for high consumption levels. This general picture is robust to using different approaches for measuring parental alcohol consumption.
Hence, our results suggest that (daily) parental alcohol consumption represents a greater risk factor for future alcohol abuse by children than estimated effects on 21 average consumption indicate. From this perspective, parents bear a great responsibility when consuming alcohol. Yet, this pattern of heterogeneity is only found for the effects of paternal drinking on sons and for the effects of maternal drinking on daughters. In contrast, cross-gender effects from fathers to daughters and from mothers to sons do not exhibit significant heterogeneity across the distribution of alcohol consumption. Thus, as in several previous studies, gender-specific heterogeneity in the intergenerational transmission of alcohol consumption is found in our data, too. Note: ** significant at the 1%-level; * significant at the 5% level. Note: ** significant at the 1%-level; * significant at the 5% level.
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